ABSTRACT. We state and prove a mild generalization of Eisenstein's Criterion for a polynomial to be irreducible, correcting an error that Eisenstein made himself.
Eisenstein originally stated and proved the irreducibility criterion we now name after him in [2] . Both his statement and proof are virtually identical to how we would formulate them today. In that paper Eisenstein was actually concerned with the lemniscate, where the relevant question was irreducibility of polynomials with coefficients in the Gaussian integers, rather than in the ordinary integers, but, as he observed, the statement and proof are identical in either case. Indeed, in [2] , he applied his citerion to show that, for a prime p, the p-th cyclotomic polynomial Φ p (x) = (x p − 1)/(x − 1) is irreducible. He used the same trick we still use today, observing that his criterion applies to the polynomial Φ p (x + 1). The first proof of the irreducibility of Φ p (x) had been given by Gauss [4, Article 341], with a simpler proof having been given by Kronecker [5] , but Eisenstein's proof was simpler still. Also, as Eisenstein observed, Gauss's and Kronecker's proofs used particular properties of p-th roots of 1, and so only could be applied to Φ p (x), while his criterion applies far more generally. (Actually, Schönemann had given an irreducibility criterion in [6] that is easily seen to be equivalent to Eisenstein's criterion, and had used it to prove the irreducibility of Φ p (x), but this had evidently been overlooked by Eisenstein; for a discussion of this see [1] .)
Eisenstein then went on to remark that the proof of his criterion goes through to show the following more general result: Let f (x) = a n x n + . . . + a 0 be any polynomial with integer coefficients and suppose there is a prime p such that p does not divide a n , p divides a i for i = 0, . . . , n − 1, and for some k with 0
). However, this claim is false, as we see from the following factorization, valid for any k ≥ 1 and any m ≥ 0:
The point of this note is to establish a correct result along these lines. 
Proof. Suppose we have a factorization f (x) = g(x)h(x). Let g(x) have degree d 0 and h(x)
have degree e 0 . Let d be the smallest power of x whose coefficient in g(x) is not divisible by
p, and similarly for e and h(x). Then g(x)
, with the constant terms of g 1 (x) and h 1 (x) not divisible by p. Then
The condition that all of the coefficients of f (x) except a n be divisible by 
and so k 0 ≥ min(d 0 , e 0 ).
Corollary 2. Let p ≥ 5 be prime and let f
is solvable by radicals. 
